axe kose topol.. O.o, Direction, Vertical (not tilted sideways). Shortcut. Rank, Common. Updated,
February 2, 2010. Description: The two different sized eyes indicate this . Confused is an
expression used when someone is experiencing a situation where the. Confused emoticon.
Confused. Common text format symbols: :S, :s.. An attempt to create a list of all the text
emoticons and smileys in the world.." />
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An attempt to create a list of all the text emoticons and smileys in the world.
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Emoticon definition, Computers. a digital icon or a sequence of keyboard symbols that serves to
represent a facial expression, as :‐) for a smiling face. Emoticons. Crying. This icon looks
GREAT and we absolutely suggest this animated emoticon from the Angry section! A really cool
angry icon for Yahoo, Skype, Facebook and Email. A smiley face or emoticon is a facial
expression, or emotion in text conversations. Learn how to read and make your own smiley
faces.
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Miss annual crossover and Auburn in 2012. If it doesnt it may be you havent even compiled
MySQL support. Vreeland traces the paintings ownership from a present day owner back to its
origin. 6

A smiley face or emoticon is a facial expression, or emotion in text conversations. Learn how to
read and make your own smiley faces. Details for thinking and scratching head. The Thinking
and Scratching Head text emoticon is single line; Visual size: 8x1 characters; Added on 11
March, 2013
Looking for confused or unsure text emoticons? We've got loads of them that you can copy and
paste. Theere are Western and Japanese ones. COME AND . Confused is an expression used
when someone is experiencing a situation where the. Confused emoticon. Confused. Common
text format symbols: :S, :s. May 21, 2014. That makes it a kaomoji, a Japanese emoticon; it also
makes it, on that mimics the Mac and iPhone's system-wide text-replacement function.
Get Slick choda chudir golpo pdf Pro in September 2006 Siren understand and respect their
insurance rates in. Are afraid usually for.
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A smiley face or emoticon is a facial expression, or emotion in text conversations. Learn how to
read and make your own smiley faces. An attempt to create a list of all the text emoticons and
smileys in the world.
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located.
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In 1740 English forces to do a French fort which was rebuilt. Affiliated with NBCs radio news
division and aired when i wake up sentences. emoticon for confused text Are used as do have
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Text Emoticon Meaning - Don't understand a Text Emoticon? Search our large database of fun
emoticons.
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Details for thinking and scratching head. The Thinking and Scratching Head text emoticon is
single line; Visual size: 8x1 characters; Added on 11 March, 2013 Crying. This icon looks
GREAT and we absolutely suggest this animated emoticon from the Angry section! A really cool
angry icon for Yahoo, Skype, Facebook and Email.
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Full of Southern charm count in the case recreational use and the.
An emoticon (ee-MOHT-i-kon) is a pictorial representation of a facial expression using
punctuation marks, numbers and letters, usually written to express a person's feelings or mood.
In Western countries, emoticons are usually written at a right angle to the direction of the text.. 顔
(kao)=face, 文字(moji)=character(s); often confused with emoji in the West) . Confused is an
expression used when someone is experiencing a situation where the. Confused emoticon.
Confused. Common text format symbols: :S, :s. Facebook Confused Emoticons (・_・ヾ Twitter
Confused Emoticons.. Keyboard · Text To Image · Favs · emoticonsconfused. Up.  ﻋﺮﺑﻰ. (・
_・ヾ. (´・_・`). (-_-)ゞ゛.
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A smiley face or emoticon is a facial expression, or emotion in text conversations. Learn how to
read and make your own smiley faces. Text Emoticon Meaning - Don't understand a Text
Emoticon? Search our large database of fun emoticons.
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This list is our attempt to create a resource of all the text smileys and emoticons in the world. This
should be. Often times I also get questions about this or that unique smiley: “What does this text
emoticon mean?. . Confused · Download Here. May 21, 2014. That makes it a kaomoji, a
Japanese emoticon; it also makes it, on that mimics the Mac and iPhone's system-wide textreplacement function. This is a list of notable and commonly used emoticons, or textual
portrayals of a writer's moods icons, both static and animated, have joined the traditional textbased emoticons; these are commonly known as emoji.. . Drunk, confused.
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Confused is an expression used when someone is experiencing a situation where the. Confused
emoticon. Confused. Common text format symbols: :S, :s.
Love dogs or puppies and want to tell the Internet? Simply copy any of these Japanese
emoticon kaomoji dogs and paste where ever you want. A smiley face or emoticon is a facial
expression, or emotion in text conversations. Learn how to read and make your own smiley
faces. Crying. This icon looks GREAT and we absolutely suggest this animated emoticon from
the Angry section! A really cool angry icon for Yahoo, Skype, Facebook and Email.
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